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Since the first industrial revolution,

being used in farm animals.2The use

and society has experienced incredible

stimulates growth and prevents illness,

productivity has continually expanded,
development.

As

civilization

has

developed, the global population has also
expanded rapidly, with more and more
cities appearing, including some mega-

cities. Since the Second World War, the

advent of the modern nation-state and
increased social stability has resulted in a

considerable increase in the consumption

of meat and animal products, reaching
inconceivable levels. Traditional animal
farming

and

fishing

practices

were

unable to meet this constantly increasing

demand. In this context, efforts to increase
production and efficiency resulted in large-

of these antibiotics in healthy animals
but it also increases resistant bacteria,
viral mutations, and zoonoses. In most

centralized farming operations, animals
are

restricted,

and

their

limbs

are

mutilated, including teeth-clipping in
newborn pigs and the removal of their
tails. The lives of these animals are filled
with physical and psychological anguish.

With the increased industrialization of
farms and the further degradation of these

environments, people have gradually
realized the importance of animal welfare.
In 1965, the British government

scale industrial and centralized animal

responded to public outcry and appointed

in

welfare of farm animals.3 Based on his

farming, becoming particularly prevalent
technologically

advanced

western

countries in Europe and North America.
Industrial

and

centralized

farming

meant raising more animals in a smaller
space on less land with much less space

for the animals to feed. Horrible living
conditions resulted in weaker immune

systems among the animals, making them

more susceptible to disease.1 This has

resulted in 75% of the world's antibiotics

1 See the introduction of Farmageddon:The True Cost of
Cheap Meat by Philip Lymbery, Isabel Oakeshott, published
by the People's Press in Chinese, 2019.
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Prof. Roger Brambell to examine the
research, the UK Farm Animal Welfare
Committee

was

established

in

1967

(in 1979, this became the Farm Animal
Welfare Council). This council proposed

“Five

Freedoms” of

animal

welfare,

which included freedom from hunger or

2 World Animal Protection, “Deadly superbugs found in
waterways next to cruel factory farms”, 07/04/2021, https://
www.worldanimalprotection.org/news/deadly-superbugs-found-waterways-next-cruel-factory-farms
3 Brambell, R. (1965). Report of the Technical Committee to
Enquire into the Welfare of Animals kept under Intensive
Livestock Husbandry Systems. Her Majesty’s Stationary
Office. London.
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“animal welfare”within the context of the

express normal behavior, and freedom

source and re-create a uniquely Chinese

from pain, injury, or disease, freedom to
from fear or distress.4 With the adoption

of Western-style industrialized livestock

husbandry techniques and scaled animal
husbandry models in China, China is

now facing many of the problems that
faced this industry in the West, but the

concept of animal welfare has also been
introduced.

However,

while

Chinese

culture is not without corresponding

traditional concepts of“animal welfare”,
there is a lack of understanding about
improving the living conditions of farm

animals and its necessity. There are even

some misconceptions that say animals
must be given better conditions than

Chinese language. We must understand its
concept of“animal welfare”, which can

better guide government and society
in protecting the welfare of animals.
The purpose of this paper is to examine

concepts of animals in traditional Chinese
culture and reflect on the health and

environmental dangers that industrialized
animal husbandry can create for human

beings. We have also proposed a series
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thirst, freedom from discomfort, freedom

of policy recommendations to reduce
industrial animal husbandry, improve
farm animals’ living conditions, and

ensure the sustainable development of
both humans and nature.

humans. The concept of “welfare” that
we are discussing here is one that ensures

the most basic survival needs of these
animals.

Over the millennia of Chinese history,

many theories, policies, cultural ideas,
and laws have conveyed the spirit of

“animal welfare”. The foundations and
expression of this spirit have resulted in a

set of values and production methods that

are different from the West. This makes
it necessary to explore the meaning of
4 FAWC (2010). Annual Review 2009-2010. Farm Animal
Welfare Council. UK.
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CONCEPTS

OF ANIMALS
IN ANCIENT
CHINA

Traditional Chinese culture
contains a wealth of concepts
and ideas that explore the nature
of humans, animals, and their
relationship. These are expressed in
Confucianism, Buddhism, Daoism,
the Legalist tradition, and even
agriculture itself, not to mention
the wisdom of the educated elite
and folk wisdom. These are not
independent but interactive concepts
that feed into each other. We hope
that by examining the key ideas in
these concepts on animals, we are
able to find the source of Chinese
thinking on the concept of animals.

MAINSTREAM CONCEPTS OF ANIMALS IN ANCIENT CHINA

MAINSTREAM

9

The development of totems is a slow process,

Qiang people2 as well as the Sun and Zhou clans.3

and in the earliest primitive legends, animals were

Li Xuanbo uses the theory of totems to prove the

the first expression of these totems. They were

relationship between ancient surnames and various

often believed to be the incarnation of spirits or

totems.4 The totem of the Xia was either the bear or

sometimes an expression of human spirit and desire.

fish. The Shang used a swallow, while the Zhou used

They were also the source and vessels of sacred

totems that ranged from dragons to birds, tortoises,

power. Early peoples in primitive societies often

dogs, and tigers. The Annals of the Five Emperors

used the image of an animal, an inanimate object,

in the Records of the Grand Historian states that

or a natural phenomenon as the protective spirit or

the Yellow Emperor “trained black bears, grizzly

symbol of their tribe. These came to be known as

bears, foxes, panthers, lynxes, and tigers; he, with

totems.

their aid, fought with 'Flame emperor' in the desert
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FROM ANIMAL WORSHIP
TO THE TWELVE SIGNS OF
THE CHINESE ZODIAC

of Banquan”. The animals mentioned here are most
For example, the bird was the totem of the
Yin and Shang1. The horned dragon symbolized

likely the totems of various tribes, not the actual
animals themselves.

the Xia nation, while the bear represented the
The twelve signs of the Chinese zodiac,
which formed during the pre-Qin period, are also
related to animal worship. According to Qin-era
1 See Yu Xingwu, “A Short Discussion on the Religious Origin
of Totems and Totems of the Shang and Xia”, Historical
Research, 1959 Vol. 11; Hu Houxuan, “Remnants of Shang
Bird Totems on Oracle Bones”, Historical Dissertations,
Ed. 1, Beijing, China Press, 1964; Wen Yiduo, Myths and
Poetry, Shanghai, Shanghai People’s Press 2006, p. 60; Guo
Moruo, “Examinations of Silk Paintings from the Late Zhou”,
People’s Literature, 1953 Vol. 11; Chen Zheng, Research on
Bird Worship among the Yin with Yi Peixia; Yao Ping ed.
A Collection of Research from Modern Western Sinology,
Prehistory, Shanghai, Shanghai Ancient Works Press, 2012,
p 81-108.

bamboo texts unearthed at Shuihudi in Hubei and
Fangmatan in Gansu, we know that a relatively
complete system of zodiac signs existed during the
2 Yang Xiangkui, Zhou Dynasty Society and Musical Civilization, Beijing, People’s Press, 1992, p 39.
3 Sun Zuoyun, “Research on Bear Totems of the Zhou Dynasty”, Journal of Kaifeng Normal College, 1957, Vol. 2.
4 Li Xuanbo, New Research on Ancient Chinese Society,
Shanghai, Shanghai Arts and Literature Press, 1988, p. 82122.
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signs that correspond to those used today is found
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pre-Qin period. The earliest record of the zodiac
in Discourses on Balance by the Eastern Han scholar
Wang Chong. Of the twelve signs of the zodiac, the
dragon is the only mythical creature and the others
are all based on other animals. It is possible that
these were the totems of various clans. Other than
the dragon, the other signs are common, everyday
animals. They can be divided into two groups. The
first is “domesticated animals” (the horse, bull,
sheep, chicken, dog and pig) and the second is“wild
animals” (the rat, tiger, rabbit, dragon, snake and
monkey). The first group is raised for economic
purposes, while the latter is made up of animals
that could potentially be disruptive to human life,
which caused fear and awe among early peoples.
This is why these animals were used as symbols of
worship among key clans.
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Beginning with totems, China gradually developed a

an ideal of harmony between the two. Today, what

profound and unique philosophy on life. One of the core

ancient people's referred to as “heaven”, we generally

concepts of this philosophy was that “all things have

understand as the physical world or the natural order.

a spirit”. The idea of a “spirit” as it was understood in

However, in traditional Chinese culture, people retained

ancient China did not simply refer to a soul or presence,

a fear and sense of awe in the face of “heaven/nature”.

but more often to the idea of having awareness. More

People and nature were not opposed but mutually

modern concepts would describe this as animals

interconnected. The movements of the heavens and the

knowing that they are alive and capable of knowing

earth followed the natural order, and this order was to

pain, joy, or even more complex emotions. This view

be followed by humans as well. It was in this sense that

believed that all things in the universe had this type of

this oneness and connection could be achieved between

awareness. Not only people and animals but mountains,

humans and nature.

HISTORICAL CONCEPTS OF ANIMALS IN CHINA

ALL THINGS HAVE A SPIRIT
- INCLUDING ANIMALS

rivers, trees and other plants were also aware and able
to connect and interact with people and animals on an
emotional level.

This is in the same vein as the idea of the “Dao”
or the “Way” following nature. To follow nature was
to obey the Way of Heaven, which was considered the

“I was born together with the Heavens and the

highest state of human existence. The Way of Heaven

Earth, and I am one with the myriad things” is one of the

guided the actions of the myriad things, while the Way

most important concepts in Chinese philosophy1 and is

of Humans guided the actions of society. If the Way

a spiritual pursuit recognized by Confucian, Buddhist

of Humans successfully mirrored the Way of Heaven,

and Daoist traditions. While there have been different

then this meant that the Great Way of Nature had been

explanations of this by various schools and in different

achieved. The essence of the concept of the “oneness of

periods throughout history, it ultimately expresses

humans and nature” is expressed in a complete blending

the idea of oneness between humans and nature and

of things and the self.

1 Wang Xianqian (Qing Dynasty), A Collection of Interpretations on Zhuangzi, Beijing, China Press, 1987, p. 19.

This concept has played an integral role throughout
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humans were a part of nature and that the natural world
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Chinese history. In one sense, it emphasized that
had its own set of rules that humans should follow. The
Commentary on the Ying Hexagram in Commentaries
on the Book of Changes states that “Heaven and Earth
nurture the myriad things.”2 The Sequence of the
Hexagrams in Commentaries on the Book of Changes
also states that “There was Heaven and Earth, then were
born the myriad things.”3 The Judgment on the Qian
Hexagram in the Book of Changes tells how Heaven is
the source of the myriad things and that humans are an
extension of Heaven - “Vast is the great and originating
of Qian! All things owe to it their beginning - it contains
all the meaning belonging to Heaven. The clouds move
and the rain is distributed; the various things appear
in their developed forms. The sages understood the
connection between the end and the beginning, and
how the indications of the six lines were made, each
in its season.”4 Similar ideas are also included in the
Commentary on the Appended Phrases.
The philosopher Hui Shi stated that “Let love
embrace the ten thousand things; Heaven and Earth are
a single body.”5 This encompassed the simple ethical
2 Li Daoping (Qing), The Book of Changes, with Collected
Interpretations and Compiled Annotations, Beijing, China
Press, 1994, p. 284.
3 Li Daoping (Qing), The Book of Changes, with Collected
Interpretations and Compiled Annotations, Beijing, China
Press, 1994, p. 718.
4 Li Daoping (Qing), The Book of Changes, with Collected
Interpretations and Compiled Annotations, Beijing, China
Press, 1994, pp. 35-36.
5 Wang Xianqian, A Collection of Interpretations on Zhuang-
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occur.7 The fear and awe of the “four spirits” and the

ideas on animals. While this phrase may have come

care for animals are not entirely different concepts. They

from a famous philosopher, it also contains the views

are inseparable and corresponding sentiments. The care

of Confucian, Daoist, and Buddhist thinking. It also

for animals is a sign of respect for the “four spirits” and

integrated and was influenced by the values of these

vice versa.8

HISTORICAL CONCEPTS OF ANIMALS IN CHINA

concept of ecosystems in ancient China, which included

philosophies, which were imbued in the minds and
hearts of officials and the educated elite.

The concepts that “all things have a spirit” and that
we should “Let love embrace the ten thousand things;

During the Han Dynasty, the concept of “interactions

Heaven and Earth are a single body.” formed the basis

between heaven and humans” became especially

for ancient Chinese people to link themselves to the

popular. It proposed that the heavens, the earth, and all

plants and animals of the natural world around them.

the myriad things were part of a great universal system

This formed an inseparable and holistic whole that

in which there was an interaction between individual

would be the source of many later schools of thought

entities. This meant that actions towards animals

and concepts.

would have a corresponding impact on nature. In the
list of myriad things, as outlined in the Book of Rites

As time progressed, new ideas, concepts, and beliefs

according to Dai the Elder, everyday animals (mammals,

merged and gradually formed a unique folk culture that

birds, reptiles, etc.) existed in the same natural space

permeated all aspects of life, from marriage, birth, death,

as humans. In contrast, mythical animals like the kirin,

family life, and social convention. Over the millennia,

phoenix, tortoise, and dragon (known as the “four

this has been the foundation for the Chinese concept

spirits”) existed in the spiritual realm along with the

of metaphysics. It leads to the unknown, communes

great sages.6 However, these two separate realms were

with the fates, and can even be an important source of

directly related in that the “four spirits” represented the

confrontation, and has deeply affected the values and

essence of common animals, while the great sages were

spiritual world of the Chinese people.

the spiritual expression of humans. The Luxuriant Dew of
the Spring and Autumn Annals describes the conditions
under which these “four spirits” might appear. It states
that when a ruler is benevolent and kind to animals,
the “four spirits” will appear in the guise of auspicious
signs. If a ruler is cruel to animals, the “four spirits”
will retreat and hide, and horrific natural disasters will
zi, Beijing, China Press, 1987, p. 297.
6 Wang Penzhen (Qing), Wang Wenjin ed., Explanations
and Corrections on the Book of Rites according to Dai the
Elder, Beijing, China Press, 1983, pp. 359-360.

7 From Wang Xipeng, “The Influence of Classical Studies on
Traditional Vegetarianism in China”, Guangming Daily, Aug
29, 2016, Vol. 16, pp. 1-2.
8 Ibid.
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Ancient peoples believed that animals also had

bear to eat their flesh. Therefore, he keeps away from his

a “human nature”. They believed animals loved life

slaughterhouse and cook-room.” This line is also echoed

and feared death, sought freedom, and felt emotions

in a chapter of the Book of Rites titled “Jade-Bead

like happiness, anger, sorrow, and joy, which were not

Pendants of the Royal Cap,” which states, “A superior

exclusive to humans. These were could also be observed

humans had his shambles and kitchen at a distance

in animals, especially higher animals. In other words,

(from the) house; he did not tread wherever there was

animals also had emotions. Therefore, a degree of

such a thing as blood or (tainted) air.”2 The foundation

humanity should also be used in dealing with animals,

of “benevolence” is in the four principles of goodness.

which was considered an expression of moral and even

Mencius states that “The feeling of commiseration is

civilized behavior.

the principle of benevolence. The feeling of shame and

HISTORICAL CONCEPTS OF ANIMALS IN CHINA

ANIMALS ALSO HAVE A
“HUMAN NATURE”

dislike is the principle of righteousness.” The Treatise on
In the “Shu Er” chapter of The Analects, Confucius

Response and Retribution states that “Those who are

states that “The Master angled, but did not use a net. He

having kind thoughts earn the blessings of the heavens,

shot, but not at birds perching.”1 Confucius considered

fortune and success follow them, demigods protect

“benevolence” to be the highest of all moral principles,

them, disasters avoid them, and humans aid them in

standards, and states. He began by compiling all the

success.”3 This is to say that there is a direct relationship

moral virtues into one, forming a moralistic structure

between choosing a path of goodness and receiving the

centered on benevolence. These virtues included

blessings of heaven.

concepts like filial piety, love for one’s brother, loyalty,
forgiveness, propriety, knowledge, bravery, respect,

The most iconic of these are contained in Mencius

acceptance, trust, sensitivity, and kindness. Mencius

in the chapter “King Hui of Liang,” which states “Treat

states that “So is the superior humans affected towards
see them die; having heard their dying cries, he cannot

2 Annotated by Zheng Xuan (Han), Arranged by Kong Yingda
(Tang), Edited by Li Xueqin, The Corrected Book of Rites,
Beijing, Peking University Press, 1999, p. 881.

1 Annotated by He Yan (Wei), Arranged by Xing Bing (Tang),
Edited by Li Xueqin, The Annotated and Newly Arranged
Analects, Beijing, Peking University Press, 1999, p. 94.

3 Annotated by Hui Dong (Qing), “The Annotated Treatise on
Response and Retribution” in Grand Views on Notes and
Novels, Taipei, Hsin-Hsing Press, 1981, p. 1789, Vol. 1, Parts
14B-16A.

animals, that, having seen them alive, he cannot bear to
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family, so that the elders in the families of others shall

HISTORICAL CONCEPTS OF ANIMALS IN CHINA

with the reverence due to age the elders in your own
be similarly treated; treat with the kindness due to
youth the young in your own family, so that the young
in the families of others shall be similarly treated.” While
in a chapter titled the “Conveyance of Rites” in the Book
of Rites, states that “Thus humans did not love their
parents only, nor treat as children only their own sons.”4
While there were differences in how love was expressed,
this kind of love was continually extended to include
people as well as animals. Generations of Chinese literati
were obsessed with their “envy of the life of a fish”. They
saw in animals the freedom and child-like curiosity that
socially-restricted humans lacked. This was why “that,
having seen them alive, he [humans] cannot bear
to see them die”. Caring for animals was the act of a
benevolent human and both an expression of the Way
of Nature and the Way of Morality. To some extent, it is
also a response to the concept mentioned earlier that
“all things have a spirit”.

4 Annotated by Zheng Xuan (Han), Arranged by Kong Yingda
(Tang), Edited by Li Xueqin, The Corrected Book of Rites,
Beijing, Peking University Press, 1999, p. 658.
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OF CONCEPTS

OF ANIMALS
IN ANCIENT
CHINA

Ancient Chinese society was similar to other societies in that
the civilization it was based upon relied greatly upon the use of
animals. However, in the consumption of food, social conventions and
aesthetics, ancient Chinese society fostered a spirit of hard work,
thrift and using what one had sparingly.

MAINSTREAM CONCEPTS OF ANIMALS IN ANCIENT CHINA

EXTENSIONS
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The ideas of thrift and hard work have always been
vital elements of traditional Chinese culture. They are

HISTORICAL CONCEPTS OF ANIMALS IN CHINA

CHERISHING FOOD
AND EATING HABITS
meat and predicted that the future would be a world of
vegetarians.

expressed in every aspect of life and especially in food,
where the care that food is given influences eating

People in ancient China saw animals as resources,

habits. The use of meat and the grain required to

but they also used them with care and restraint, in

raise animals to produce that meat was an important

terms of raising and hunting, and using them for food.

consideration.

It was believed that one shouldn’t overwork people
and waste resources just for the purpose of eating

The Han Dynasty work Discourses on Salt and Iron

meat. They also opposed overfishing. Overeating meat

states that “The meat of one pig may be taken by mid-

was a sign of extravagance and resulted in a political

year, requiring 15 dou of millet, half a month's grain for

connotation that officials were “meat-eaters” and

a grown human.”1 This shows that grain used to raise

considered “vulgar” because of it. Sayings like “The

an animal can feed more people and how much dearer

wine and meat within the red gates stink and the streets

animal-based foods are than grain.2 The late-Qing

are filled with frozen bones.” and “They are the carving

scholar Kang Youwei points out in his work The Book

knife and we are the meat.” show the general view that

of Great Unity that animals and humans have the same

eating meat is a sign of excess and corruption. It also

origin, stating that “[they] are aware and intelligent,

reveals a deeper conflict between the “meat-eaters”

not far from humans himself. They know even know

and the common people. In Recipes from the Garden of

pain and suffering.”3 He proposed giving up eating

Contentment by the Qing author Yuan Mei, it states that

1 From Wang Xipeng, “The Influence of Classical Studies on
Traditional Vegetarianism in China”, Guangming Daily, Aug
29, 2016, Vol. 16, p. 1.
2 Ibid.
3 From Wang Xipeng, “The Influence of Classical Studies on

“The ruler should eliminate a negative element rather
than seek to increase benefit. If one could eliminate the

Traditional Vegetarianism in China”, Guangming Daily, Aug
29, 2016, Vol. 16, p. 1.
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end, Yuan Mei created a “list of prohibitions”, such as
“meals pleasing to the ear” that criticized those seeking
rare and valuable foods, “meals pleasing to the eye” that
criticized extravagant banquets, and “wasteful use” in

HISTORICAL CONCEPTS OF ANIMALS IN CHINA

ills in eating, half would already be resolved.” 4 To this

the eating of animals, choosing only parts of them and
wasting the rest.
The great Song Confucian scholar Cheng Yi also
came forward and questioned the idea of whether
animals were meant to be eaten by humans. “It is said
that to deem birds and beasts as food for humans by
nature is folly. If this is true, could it be said that humans
was created as food for the ant?”5 This shows empathy
for the suffering of animals and the idea that animals
have a life and not simply food for humans.

4 Yuan Mei, Recipes from the Garden of Contentment, Xi’an,
Sanqin Press, 2005, p. 29.
5 Wang Xipeng, “The Structure and Meaning of Ethical Studies in Vegetarianism in China”, Nankai University Journal,
Philosophy and Sociology Edition, Vol. 20175.
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From ancient times to the present day, China has

lives of so many wild animals. After Emperor Xuanzong

always had a tradition of creating decorative items from

of the Tang took the throne, he heeded the advice of

animal hides, skins, or the furs and feathers of animals.

his advisors Yao Chong and Song Jing to forbid such

However, this tradition has often been criticized and

extravagance. In the Seventh Month of the Second Year

challenged. This goes as far back as the Han Dynasty,

of the Reign of Kaiyuan (714 CE), he issued the Edict

where minority tribes that wore animal skins were

Forbidding Jewels, Jade and Brocade. He also took

thought of as barbaric and backward. Similarly, clothing

measures against strange and extravagant clothing.

made of furs or down was often seen as symbols of

That which could be dyed was processed and that which

excess and corruption.

was not of any benefit was “burnt before the great

HISTORICAL CONCEPTS OF ANIMALS IN CHINA

A PREFERENCE FOR
A SIMPLE FASHION

hall to end competition”. For those who went against
In the “Treatise on the Five Elements” in the Old

the edict, “a hundred lashes” would be administered

Book of Tang, there is a famous example of Princess

and “hired craftsmen shall be reduced by one grade.

Anle, who, during the reign of Emperor Zhongzong, was

Existing brocade workshops in the Two Capitals and

famous at court for wearing a “dress of one hundred

all Provincial Capitals shall be closed.”2 This resulted

birds” because of the variety of feathers used to make

in a gradual decline in the use of animals and birds as

it. For a time, it was fashionable for officials and nobles

decoration.

to copy the design. This ultimately led to a large number
of birds almost being hunted to extinction.1 It’s amazing

Clearly, fostering simple fashions, control of excess

that the actions of a single princess could threaten the

and extravagance and not taking pride in the use of
rare feathers, ivory, rhinoceros horn, or even mink coats,

1 See Concise Records of the Histories (15 Volumes). Vol. 12
contains a version published in Shaoxing during the reign
of Emperor Qiandao of the Song. The Airusheng Classics
Press. Later writings draw from this version, but other than
this...

were practices that improved the lives of wild animals.
2 Wang Shuizhao ed. A Collection of Great Writings, Collections 7-12, Full Collection of the Tang 1-6(M), Haikou,
Hainan International News Press Center. p. 213.
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In addition to advocating values like diligence and

and a longing for home. The hawk represents strength,

thrift, the educated classes in ancient China also gave

freedom, and passion. The tiger is a symbol of the

a unique value to animals in terms of aesthetics. This

passions of leadership, while the dragon is the symbol

formed a unique aesthetic mindset when it came to

of the emperor. The horse represents steadfastness

animals, many of which were given special meaning.

and success in one’s endeavors. Meanwhile, classical

For example, the sorrowful, cold call of the cicada, as

paintings and writings are full of images of birds soaring

well as its short lifespan, came to represent the value of

and fish leaping, representing the freedom and fullness

life, which should be treasured. The cuckoo bird came

of natural life.

HISTORICAL CONCEPTS OF ANIMALS IN CHINA

HUMANIZING
AESTHETICS

to express a sorrowful, sad and bitter longing for one’s
home. Meanwhile, the goose came to represent a longing

The anthropomorphization of animals in aesthetics

for one’s home and the loneliness of travel. It also became

creates a closer relationship between people and

another way to refer to letters or communication.

animals, especially in deeper areas of meaning as

Mandarin ducks represent an inseparable connection

mentioned above. It also serves to increase awareness

between two people and the emotions of love that

of the need to protect animals.

couples feel. The swallow represents a love of spring

In this sense, Chinese views on animals, whether mainstream or extended, come from the same origin. All of the
conceptions mentioned are interrelated and support one another. When collected together, they continue to draw on
one another, develop, integrate and interact, ultimately becoming an integral part of the spiritual consciousness of the
Chinese people. They also contain experience and wisdom that is relevant to society, human nature and the values that
we ascribe to today. They can also provide reflection not only for China, but other countries around the world as well.
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MAINSTREAM CONCEPTS OF ANIMALS IN ANCIENT CHINA

POLICIES

ON ANIMALS
IN ANCIENT

CHINA

Ancient China developed a range of policies and measures
related to animals based on a number of factors, whether
they were social, political, economic, diplomatic, military or
socioeconomic. Some of these were in response to natural
disasters or war, while others were made in consideration
of national prosperity and long-term peace. These policies
and measures not only resolved some practical problems,
but they also represented the wisdom of rulers at the time,
who promoted something akin to modern-day “sustainable
development”. While the language may have changed with
the times, parts are still profoundly relevant to today’s world.
These include closing off mountains to restore forests, limits on
hunting, and limits on fishing in seas and rivers. Understanding
traditional methods of managing natural resources used over
several millennia can help us better understand the ecology
and sustainable development concepts in China today. These
concepts were also independent of outside influences and
more the result of the advanced thinking of classical thinkers.
22

Since Emperor Wu of Han proclaimed “Dismissal

HISTORICAL CONCEPTS OF ANIMALS IN CHINA

BENEVOLENT RULE AND
EDUCATION AS A PART
OF ADMINISTRATION
do they not deserve our compassion?”1

of the Hundred Schools and the Supremacy of
Confucianism”, Confucianism has been the mainstream

These decrees created a society that could exist in

throughout Chinese history. Emperors based their rule

harmony with nature and went a long way to protecting

on Confucian philosophy while integrating elements of

natural resources and biodiversity. It also expressed

Daoism, Buddhism and the Legalist School. The moral

Zhuangzi's philosophy that “Heaven and Earth thrive

codes of Confucianism, along with the concepts of filial

with me, and the myriad things are one with me” as well

piety, loyalty, trust, propriety, thrift and shame, were

as Mengzi's concept that “He [the superior humans]

applied to the individual, communities, and animals.

is lovingly disposed to people generally, and kind to

The care shown for animals by those in power was an

creatures.” The emperors of the Northern Song placed

expression of virtuous governance and was even a

particular emphasis on the idea of “releasing life” and

demonstration of filial piety under their rule. These two

issued many orders that supported it. Emperor Zhenzong

elements are best demonstrated in the Tang and Song

of the Song issued orders that forbade “the capturing

Dynasties.

of birds and animals” in the spring and another order
that forbade the “use of poles, slingshots and nets in

The rulers of the Tang Dynasty cared for the needs

hunting” during the spring and summer months.2 The

of their people and exercised benevolent rule. The

literati of the Song Dynasty commissioned stelae at life

Tang Emperor Taizong released an order forbidding the
slaughter of oxen used for plowing, not only because
farmers needed them, but also because he felt empathy
for their suffering - “The purpose of a cow is as a tool for
planting crops. If they are killed in too great a number,

1 Wang Pan, “Research on Ideas of Ecological Protection
and Emphasis on Agriculture during the Northern Song”,
Master’s Dissertation, Hebei University, 2014, p. 69.
2 Wang Pan, “Research on Ideas of Ecological Protection
and Emphasis on Agriculture during the Northern Song”,
Master’s Dissertation, Hebei University, 2014, p. 59.
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Complete Works of the Song alone contains over twenty
essays on the subject, showing just how common it was.3
At the time, it was commonly thought that hunting birds
went against the nature of things and that in order to

HISTORICAL CONCEPTS OF ANIMALS IN CHINA

release pools and wrote essays discussing the idea. The

show benevolence, it was believed natural things should
be left in peace. These allowed the practice to become
commonplace throughout society.
In fact, forbidding the hunting and slaughtering
of animals or the practice of ‘releasing life’ were ways
of solidifying the rule of the imperial court, fostering
a stable society and promoting prosperity. For the
average person, it was a way of sustaining social order
and ensuring the continuation of life. Some also saw
it as a part of their desire to cultivate virtue, goodwill,
and luck. However, objectively it was simply suitable for
nature and animals.

3 Ibid.
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Laws that protect the environment are not enough.
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LEGAL MEASURES
OF PROTECTING THE
ENVIRONMENT
them during this period.

Entities that are responsible for monitoring protection
efforts are needed to ensure that laws are enforced.

By the Western Zhou, the protection of wild

The Book of Documents and the Records of the Grand

animals had already been written into law. The Law

Historian record that of the twenty-two officials in

on Lumbering stated, “Do not damage homes, do not

nine grades, one was given the title Boyi and placed

fill wells, do not fell trees, do not touch domesticated

in charge of the management of plants and animals.

animals. Those who do not follow this order will be put

If this is accurate, then official positions dedicated to

to death without exception.” 3 In the “Summary of the

the environment have existed in China for 4,000 years.

Rules of Propriety” in the Book of Rites, specific rules

While the responsibilities of officials in charge of forestry

are given with regards to hunting. It states, “The ruler

and hunting have changed throughout the centuries,

of a state, in the spring hunting, will not surround a

they have generally remained similar to their original

marshy thicket, nor will Great Officers try to ensnare a

functions, which was to protect the environment.1

whole herd, nor will other officers take young animals
or eggs.”4 Clearly, these measures were put in place to

Emperor Yu also issued similar orders. According
to a chapter titled “The Great Gathering” in The Lost

prevent the killing off of certain animals and allow them
to procreate normally.

Book of Zhou, “In the Third Month of Summer, nets shall
not enter rivers or marshes to ensure the growth of fish

In the Qin Dynasty era Statues on Agriculture, it

and turtles.”2 It was known that this was when fish and
turtles propagated, and it was necessary to protect
1 From Zhao Hanqing, “How did Ancient People Protect the
Environment?” Beijing Evening News, Nov 23, 2016, p. 1.
2 From Sun Guanlong, Wenzhai Bao, Mar 18, 2017, Sec. 7, p.
1.

3 Liu Xiang (Han), annotated by Xiang Zonglu, The Annotated and Revised Garden of Stories, Beijing, China Press, p.
378.
4 Annotated by Zheng Xuan (Han), compiled by Kong Yingda
(Tang) and edited by Li Xueqin, Commentary on the Book
of Rites, Beijing, Peking University Press, 1999, p. 118.
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that protected the wild animals within designated

be felled in the mountains, springs shall not be stopped

areas, ensuring that the natural balance was maintained

up, grasses shall not be burnt for ash, nor shall young

and ensured the availability of the country’s natural

deer, eggs or hatchlings be taken. Do not kill animals

resources. The Tang Emperor Muzong once issued an

that are about to give birth or poison fish.”5 There are

order to “release hawks and falcons within the five

also specific regulations in the Statues on Agriculture

wards and allow for the hunting of foxes and rabbits.”7

regarding the protection of forests, birds, animals

while Emperor Yizong commanded that “follow the will

and fish, which allowed all life in nature the ability to

of the gods, the five wards and that of flying dragons,

continue living and reproduce, guaranteeing harmony

hawks and sparrows.”8
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states that “In the spring and summer, trees shall not

between humans and nature.
During the Northern Song, Emperors Taizu, Taizong
The Book of Han states that, “It is commanded that,

and Zhenzong issued a total of ten edicts related to

‘In summer of the year, the gods and nobles shall gather

animals. The content mainly dealt with two main areas

in harmony. This spring, innumerable five-colored birds

- permissions and restrictions. The former referred to

flew over Shu County, soaring as if in a dance, gathering

imperial hawks and dogs, which were mainly used in

but not descending. It is ordered that, during the spring

game hunting, while the latter referred to prohibitions

and summer, nests shall not be disturbed and eggs shall

on hunting during certain periods of time and on

not be taken; nor shall flying birds be shot from the sky. It

slaughtering animals for certain reasons. The close

is hereby commanded.’”6 As society developed, ancient

proximity of these edicts not only demonstrated the

people’s understanding of animal protection continued

ethical mindset of these emperors, but it also contributed

to improve, resulting in better laws and regulations.

to their legitimacy because of the promotion of ‘life
releasing’ and prohibitions on hunting,9 which portrayed

The rulers of the Tang Dynasty were greatly

the emperor as ‘ruling with the benevolence and virtue

influenced by the idea of “oneness between humans and

of the sages’ in relation to animals. 10 According to the

nature”. The Tang Code with Commentaries and the Six

research of the scholar Cheng Minsheng, during the

Codes of the Tang contains laws and regulations meant

Song Dynasty, especially the Northern Song, there was a

to protect resources. For example, it is clearly stated

vast number of tigers. Except for the capital at Kaifeng,

that hunting and fishing are prohibited in the area of

tigers were present throughout all administrative

the capital at Chang'an and the city of Luoyang, which

regions. As apex predators, the fact that tigers were so

was meant to protect fowl and ensure that animals were

common throughout the Northern Song speaks to the

not hunted excessively. They also establish areas similar
to natural preserves. The rulers at the time issued edicts

7 New Book of Tang, Records of Emperor Muzong, Beijing,
China Press, 1975, p. 226.

5 Edited by the working group on bamboo strips from Pit
247 of the Han tombs at Zhangjiashan, Bamboo Inscriptions from the Han Tombs at Zhangjiashan (Pit 247),
Revised and Annotated, Beijing, Cultural Relics Press, 2006,
p. 42.

8 New Book of Tang, Records of Emperor Yizong, Beijing,
China Press, 1975, p. 260.

6 From Zhao Hanqing, “How did Ancient People Protect the
Environment?” Beijing Evening News, Nov 23, 2016.

9 Sun Fangyuan, “Political Culture in Edicts on Animal Protection during the Northern Song, focusing on ‘A Collection
of Major Edicts of the Song Dynasty’”, Historical Studies
Monthly, 2012, Vol. 6, p. 26.
10 Ibid. p. 27.
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for extinctions, but this is not the case. The Mongolian

Song Dynasty is known for favoring literary endeavors

people viewed the game as a gift from heaven and had

over military conquest. This was clear in its protection of

strict limitations on when people could hunt. During

animals. Under the Ministry of Works, the government

the spring, when most animals and birds mate, hunting

established a Forestry Department to manage natural

was strictly limited. Even when hunting was allowed,

areas. In A Collection of Major Song Dynasty Edicts, it

Mongolians refrained from killing all the animals they

states that “The emperor has reviewed the histories

found and instead released the injured ones. This

and conversed with the people, adapting his policies to

originates from an ancient practice among Mongolians

the times. In the spring, animals gather and propagate

to “not break the herd”. 13 At the beginning of the 13th

- birds, beasts, insects and fish - they should be left to

century, Gengis Khan created the Yassa legal code,14

their natures. The placing of nets prevents them from

which was also adopted by later rulers. The measures

leaving our lands and does not harm unborn offspring,

adopted by the Yuan Dynasty for the protection of

promoting the balance of their energies. The people are

animals already resembled what we view as modern

forbidden from catching fish and insects or shooting

animal welfare. These laws were even more specific,

flying birds. This shall be made permanent with

kind, and empathetic.
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success of environmental protection at the time. The

departments announcing it every year.”11 One of these
Song Dynasty edicts survived the passage of time.

During the Ming Dynasty, Emperor Taizu (Zhu

History books record that an area in Hebei Province with

Yuanzhang) followed the Confucian ideals that the

large numbers of elms and willows, over 3 million trees

“emperor nurtures all things” and “heaven and earth

were counted, creating a verdant blanket of vegetation.

favor life”. The fact that he had been born a peasant

This scene was painted into a work titled “A Scene of

farmer made him especially conscious of environmental

Elms and Willows in the North”. Emperor Zhenzong of

damage. The laws on environmental protection that he

the Song told his ministers that, “This painting's worth

implemented were used throughout the Ming Dynasty.

is the same as deer antlers.”12 The Song Dynasty also

The Collected Statutes of the Ming Dynasty states that

issued edicts that protected a number of animals,

emperors, scholars, loyal ministers, famous mountains,

including rhinoceros, elephants, snub-nosed monkeys,

border officials, royal tombs and temples, all who

and frogs. It also codified the use of bird feathers and

cultivate virtue among the people, shall be forbidden

animal skins in the production of clothing. Clearly, these

from felling trees or grazing.15 An order forbidding

regulations covered a wide range of issues.

trapping in mountains and marsh areas states that,
“at the transition from winter to spring, nets used for

Under the Yuan Dynasty, established by nomadic

catching birds, animals and fish shall not be placed in

people from the north of China, built an empire that
stretched across Asia. They, too, expressed particular
care for the welfare of animals. Today, many people
blame those who rely on hunting for their livelihood
11 Ibid. p. 27.
12 Zhang Jinming, “On Biological Resource Protection during
the Song Dynasty”, Historical Studies Monthly, 2000, Vol. 6,
p. 52.

13 Wu Zhiyong, “Environmental Laws of the Yuan Dynasty:
texts, ideas and application”, Master’s Dissertation, East
China Normal University, 2020, pp. 19-20.
14 Yang Jie, “On Laws Protecting Wild Animals in the Yassa
Legal Code”, Journal of the Inner Mongolia Finance Institute, 2011, Vol. 9, Ed. 3, p. 78.
15 History of Ming, Vol. 416, Sec. 619, Entry 413, (Qing-era
printing)
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land, and planting trees. The Regulations of the Board

poison shall not be used in wild areas”16 It also restricted

for the Administration of Outlying Regions states that

the seasons, locations, types of animals and methods

“grazing lands must be protected; no individual shall

used in hunting. Many areas of the country traditionally

farm [them] without permission”. This represents

submitted large numbers of wild animals to the imperial

a prohibitive measure and shows the threat to the

court as tribute, but the Ming emperors issued edicts

environment that existed. Generally, those that broke

that forbade this practice. In the True Records of Emperor

this law would be dealt with fairly severely. 19
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rivers or lakes; at the transition from spring to summer,

Xiazong of the Ming, it is recorded that in the Sixteenth
Year of the Reign of Hongzhi, the emperor ordered

The process of creation and implementation of

“birds including francolin, the bamboo partridge and

these laws over the centuries provides us with a wealth

white pelicans shall not be submitted as tribute.” Ming

of experience in environmental protection. Even today,

Emperor Shizong also issued an order that “birds and

there are still things that we can possibly borrow

beasts raised in captivity shall not be submitted as a

from these experiences. This is why, when we discuss

tribute.”17 In 1567 (First Year of the Reign of Longqing),

legislation related to environmental protection and

Emperor Muzong issued an order that forbade “the

animal welfare, we can look back on traditional Chinese

offering of rare birds or beasts as tribute.”18 These

practices to find logical and sustainable solutions for

orders that limited what could be offered as tribute to

the future.

the imperial court served to slow the pace of extinction
among certain wild animals.
The most unique aspect of the Qing Dynasty was
a large number of local regulations on environmental
protection. In addition to the Regulations of the Board
for the Administration of Outlying Regions and the
Mongolian Statutes, there were also the Khalkha Code,
the Alashan Mongolian Statutes and the Code of the Three
Banners of Khalkha. These legal codes set standards for
choosing land to cultivate, actively cultivating barren
16 Zhang Yanyu et al. (Qing), History of Ming, Vol. 332, Sec.
712, Officials Pt. I
17 History of Ming, Vol. 332, Sec. 17, Original Records No. 17,
printing from the Hall of Military Prowess during the reign
of Emperor Qianlong of the Qing
18 History of Ming, Vol. 332, Sec. 18, Original Records No. 18,
printing from the Hall of Military Prowess during the reign
of Emperor Qianlong of the Qing

19 Su Lina, Wang Heng; “On the Context and Characteristics
of Ecological Practices among the Mongolian People”,
Journal of the Inner Mongolia University of Finance and
Economics, 2018, Vol. 16, Ed. 2, p. 134.
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In ancient China, animals were seen as strategic

that kill a horse or ox shall be executed publicly. Those

national resources and essential tools of production.

that injure a horse or ox shall be made a laborer to work

The most important among these were oxen and the

on the city walls.”2 Thus, it was strictly forbidden to kill

horse. For thousands of years, China’s agricultural life

oxen, and the punishment was death. This speaks to the

was tied to the ox, which provided farmers with the

high status of these animals and how well they were

power to till the land and was considered property of

protected.
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PROTECTION OF OXEN
AND HORSES AS STRATEGIC
NATIONAL RESOURCES

the state. Starting in the Western Zhou Dynasty, there
were already regulations on oxen. The Book of Rites

During the Han Dynasty, the Statues of the Han

states that “Without sufficient cause, a prince did not

stated that “it is forbidden to slaughter calves”.3 Only

kill an ox, nor a Great Officer a sheep, nor other officers

those old or weak and who could not be used for

a dog or a pig, nor did a common person eat delicate

cultivating the land were permitted to be slaughtered,

food.”1

which had to be officially approved and could not be
done alone.

The Western Zhou inherited these concepts from
rules that protected oxen during the Qin Dynasty.

During the Tang Dynasty, the Tang Code with

According to the Statues on Agriculture found on

Commentaries records that “Both publicly and privately

bamboos strips at Zhangjiashan, “In areas where there

owned oxen and horses are important resources.

are horses and oxen, it is forbidden to set traps or other

Oxen shall be used for cultivation, while horses shall

hunting mechanisms. If harm, but not death, has come
to them, the punishment shall be to become the servant
of an official. Those that kill horses or oxen will receive
the same punishment as those who steal them. Those
1 Book of Rites, Vol. 20, Book Four, Four Great Books of Song

2 Edited by the working group on bamboo strips from Pit
247 of the Han tombs at Zhangjiashan, Bamboo Inscriptions from the Han Tombs at Zhangjiashan (Pit 247),
Revised and Annotated, Beijing, Cultural Relics Press, 2006,
p. 43.
3 Comprehensive Meaning of Customs and Mores, Vol. 1,
Book 9, Liangjing Edition from the Wanli Era of the Ming
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that oxen and war horses were given equal importance.
Warhorses were vital for the military to ensure national
security. They were used in war and for the protection
of the state, while oxen were the root of the people's
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be used for military expeditions.” 4 This clearly shows

livelihoods. During the reign of Emperor Xuanzong of
the Tang, a Memoriam by the Secretariat-Chancellery to
Forbid the Slaughter of Oxen stated that “In response
to provinces and prefectures, if an ox should die, an
official statement should be made to ensure that there
was no other reason for the death. Then it shall be
slaughtered in the market and sold and shall not be
claimed by any individual.”5 Even by today's standards,
these regulations are very specific.
The Great Qing Legal Code stated that “Those
who privately slaughter their own horses and oxen
shall receive one hundred lashes; camels, mules, and
donkeys eighty lashes. In addition, horns and skins shall
be confiscated. This shall not be applicable for those
who killed the animal unintentionally or those who are
ill or dying.”6 However, unlike previous dynasties, which
stated that killing oxen was illegal, the Qing Dynasty
was unable to include oxen used in labor among animals
that could be slaughtered. However, if an application
were submitted and approved, the animal could be
killed. Otherwise, it would be considered a crime.

4 “Tang Code with Commentaries, Vol. 30, Book 15, Four
Great Books of Song
5 Prime Tortoise of the Record Bureau, Vol. 1000, Book 17,
Emperors, Ming-era printing
6 Great Qing Legal Code, Vol. 47, Book 21, Complete Library
in Four Sections Wenyuange Edition (Qing)
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There are also examples of efforts to prevent the

the Regulations for the Management of Large Vehicles

mistreatment of animals. A Collection of Stories from

issued by the Department of Patrol for the Capital also

the Plum Stream by the Qing Dynasty author Cao

clearly stated that “livestock shall not be abused”.3

Wei contains the following story. It is said that at Jinci

It is worth noting that “abuse” is an ancient word in

in Shanxi there was a restaurant called the “Donkey

China, but it was usually reserved for human beings.

Fragrance Hall” where people could eat live donkey and

The fact that it was included in the Regulations for the

that it attracted many customers. Later, it this came to

Management of Large Vehicles shows that its meaning

be known by the officials, and in the Xinchou Year of

had been extended to animals, providing a precedent

the Reign of Emperor Qianlong, “Duke Ba of Changbai

for laws against the mistreatment of animals. 4
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PROHIBITIONS
AGAINST KILLING OR
MISTREATING ANIMALS

became the Land Master of Shanxi and sentenced the
head of the group to be beheaded, and the remainder

From the examples above, we can see a very

of them be conscripted for duty in the border regions.” 1

close relationship between the protection of the
environment and the protection of animals and the

During the late Qing Dynasty, a major advancement

relationship between animals like the ox and horse,

was made in laws regarding the mistreatment of animals.

which both ensured productivity and military security.

During the reign of Emperor Guangxu, Regulations

Throughout history, dedicated government offices and

for the Department of Patrol in the Inner and Outer

laws, mandates, or regulations have been established

Districts of the Capital included measures for the fair

to create and enforce standards, which have a certain

treatment of animals within the scope of responsibilities

degree of continuity and historical context. Rulers often

of the Department of Patrol.2 During the same period,

considered historical context, local practices, the state
of resources, and even social convention to reform and

1 A Collection of Stories from the Garden of Accomplishment,
Vol. 24, Book 17, Shudetang Edition, printed in the Eighteenth Year of the Reign of Daoguang (Qing)
2 From Jiang Jinsong, “Chang Jiwen: ‘There were already
laws against animal abuse in the Qing Dynasty!” Sceince
Net, Aug 3, 2012, http://wap.sciencenet.cn/blog-224810598607.html?mobile=1

innovate on existing laws to ensure that they were
applicable, which was very meaningful.

3 Ibid.
4 Ibid.
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FARMING

AND FOOD

IN ANCIENT
CHINA

People love food, and Chinese food is rooted
in the land that has fostered its traditionally
agricultural society. China’s millennia of culinary
history, its philosophy, the taste, the seasons, the
way its made, and even how it is transported and
preserved is a product of this history. Therefore,
we should look at this history from a different
perspective, carefully and systematically. This
will help us understand the relationship between
animals, the things made from them, and
Chinese food culture, which will help us better
understand China’s traditional views on animals.
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For nearly their entire history, the Chinese people

During the Han Dynasty, many vegetables had

have held a unique passion for healthy eating and

been introduced to central China from regions to the

vegetarianism. Classical works ranging from the Inner

west, which enhanced the options for those practicing a

Canon of the Yellow Emperor to Laozi, Zhuangzi, the

vegetarian lifestyle. The Book of Rites according to Dai

Book of Rites, Master Lü's Spring and Autumn Annals

the Elder, written by the Western Han scholar Dai De,

as well as the Western Han era Book of Rites according

states that “eating meat is for the brave and bold while

to Dai the Elder and the Northern Wei work Essential

eating grains is for the wise and clever.” 1The idea that

Techniques for the Welfare of the People, all have similar

being vegetarian could make you wiser can be found in

passages that serve as a historical basis for today’s

some of China’s earliest writings. During the Northern

vegetarian revolution.

and Southern Dynasties period, vegetarianism became
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A LONG HISTORY OF
HEALTHY EATING AND
VEGETARIANISM

even more common. Based on a Northern Wei text,
The Inner Canon of the Yellow Emperor emphasizes

the Essential Techniques for the Welfare of the People

a varied diet and opposes overeating one food or

contains an entire chapter on vegetables, introducing

foods that are too flavorful. It states that the human

eleven different types. It also contains the earliest

body should “be nurtured with the five grains, assisted

vegetarian recipes found to date.2 It also provides a

by the five fruits, benefited by the five varieties of
livestock, supplemented by the five vegetables, taken

1 Written by Wang Pinzhen (Qing), Reviewed by Wang

in a balanced way to restore its essential energy.” The

Wenjin; Explanations and Corrections on the Book of Rites

picking of vegetables also became fashionable because

according to Dai the Elder, Beijing, China Press, 1983, p.

of references in the Book of Odes. The Commentary of
Zuo from the Spring and Autumn period also states
that “those who eat meat are vulgar”. The idea that
vegetarianism was good for one’s health had formed as
early as the pre-Qin period.

259.
2 See Essential Techniques for the Welfare of the People,
“Vegetarian Dishes No. 87”, Essential Techniques for the
Welfare of the People, Vol. 10, Book 9, Four Books of the
Ming
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Tang Dynasty, the Song Dynasty continued promoting

the development of vegetarianism during the Northern

vegetarianism and developed industries that had never

and Southern Dynasties, making it a valuable historical

been seen before. There were vegetarian restaurants

source for later research into the development of

and a large number of written works on the subject of

vegetarianism in China and an important record of the

vegetarian cooking. Over one hundred different types

early development of vegetarian tastes in China.

of vegetarian dishes are described in A Dream of the
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relatively comprehensive and systematic insight into

Imperial Capital, while other major works like Pure Food
As the influence of Buddhism grew in the Tang

from a Mountain Home and The Rucao Records by Lin

Dynasty, vegetarianism also spread. Many of the

Hong and the Vegetarian Recipes from Benxinzhai

Buddhist faithful during this time were vegetarians and

study vegetarian cuisine and promote the concept of a

studied the medical benefits of food. Many methods

vegetarian diet.

used a vegetarian diet to practice religion and nurture
the body and a large number of theories behind them.

The imperial family of the Ming Dynasty had a

Invaluable Essential Methods by Sun Simao clearly

tradition of vegetarianism. In times of natural disaster,

states that “those who eat meat will tend to suffer many

the emperor would order the people to eat less and

ills; for a long life, eat less meat and more rice.”3 This

maintain a vegetarian diet.6 Possibly to show his

work established the theoretical basis for the concept

concern for his people, the emperor also maintained a

of seeking health through vegetarianism in traditional

vegetarian diet.7

Chinese medicine. Works related to eating like the
Classic of Food, Methods of Eating and The Way of Food

The Qing Dynasty saw even more rapid growth of

all emphasize a vegetarian diet. Materia Medica for

vegetarian practices and included three main categories

Dietotherapy by Meng Shen records many edible plants,

of vegetarian cuisine - temple cuisine, imperial cuisine,

exploring the health and healing functions of everyday

and folk cuisine. A Journal of Vegetarian Food by the

foods like rice, grains, vegetables, and fruits.4 Even more

Qing-era author Xue Bao contained over 200 types

interesting is the appearance of methods for creating

of vegetarian dishes and was an encyclopedia of

vegetarian foods that resemble meat, adding to the

vegetarian cuisine at the time. In addition, many

artistry of vegetarian cuisine.5

high-ranking officials of the Qing Dynasty wrote
discussions on “doing good”. The great scholar of Han

During the Northern Song, economic and social

Studies, Jiang Yong, who was known for his work in

prosperity significantly improved living standards, which

the evidential scholarship of the classics and histories,

also changed eating habits. Continuing traditions of the

also wrote A Record of Instant Karma after Releasing

3 Sun Simao; Invaluable Essential Methods, Vol. 93, Book 81
Nutrition; Qingwenge edition of the Complete Library in
Four Sections

and Taking Life. The Daoist classic The Treatise on
Response and Retribution states that “plants, trees and

4 Sun Xiaosheng (2011), “Academic Achievements and Modern Applications of the Materia Medica for Dietotherapy”
New Chinese Medicine, 43 (5), pp. 129-131.

6 See A Collection of the Comprehensive Annals of the Imperial Ming Dynasty, Vol. 60, Book 3; Chongzhen-era edition
(Ming)

5 Zhang Yali (2016), “Research on Vegetarian Habits during
the Tang and Song Dynasties”, Master’s Dissertation,
Shaanxi Normal University.

7 See A Collection of the Comprehensive Annals of the
Imperial Ming Dynasty, Vol. 28, Book 15; Chongzhen Year 9
edition (Ming)
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insects should not be harmed”, a sentiment echoed in
many writings of this period, including Notes on The
Treatise on Response and Retribution by Hui Dong and
Thoughts After Inscribing The Treatise on Response and
Retribution by Zhang Xuecheng. All of these works
promote the concepts of “refraining from killing and
the act of releasing life”. Notes Taken While Reading
at Weicaotang also includes the line, “Eating one’s fill
of the six livestock is common knowledge, but killing
beyond what is appropriate shall lead to bad karma.”

8

More recently, Sun Yat-sen, who studied medicine
when he was young, paid special attention to the health
of the Chinese people. He once said that, “replacing
meat with the soybean was an invention of the Chinese
people.”9 The father of the Chinese nation was also a
proponent of a vegetarian diet and proud of the fact
8 Sun Bangjin; “Concepts of Preserving Life and Animal
Protection during the Ming and Qing Dynasties”, Chinese
Culture Research, 2014, Vol. 4, p. 88.
9 Sun Wen (1998), Plan for National Reconstruction, Edited
by Liu Ming and Shen Qian. Zhengzhou Zhongzhou Classical Works Press.

that China had learned that soybeans could replace
meat. Therefore, it is unsurprising that the vegetarian
movement began during the Republican Era and has
lasted through the present day.
A comprehensive look at all aspects shows that
vegetarianism and the guiding principles behind its
health benefits took root in Chinese culture very early
on. This movement was not only limited to the imperial
court and elite members of society but also the common
people. While they lived in different periods and had
different perspectives, the ultimate result was the
same, resulting in a confluence of vegetarian culture
that originated in classical China and has continued to
influence us today.
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REASONS FOR THE
FORMATION OF
VIEWS ON FOOD IN
ANCIENT CHINA
The formation of ideas surrounding food in ancient China was not
based on a single event but the result of millennia of development of a
civilization based on agriculture. These reasons include the following.

1. The Core Need to Sustain Life
Chinese civilization can be traced back thousands of years to many
glorious periods. However, behind this prosperous facade is a harsh reality.
Throughout China’s history, providing the people with food and housing
has been a fundamental problem. The saying that “the people put food
first” is ultimately rooted in the desire not to go hungry. The history of
food in China has always been based on grains, vegetables, and fruits.
This is because the limited arable land and climate in China meant that
agricultural products that produced a high yield made up the majority in
order to ensure that people were fed and food could be stored, ensuring
the survival of the people and the continuation of society. This meant that
people had to use the land and resources to produce key grains to prevent
hunger and ensure food could be stored. This lowered the emphasis on
livestock, which required a large amount of grain. Instead, animals became
a part of the household economy, providing transportation or support in
farming the land. 1

1 Sterckx, R., Siebert, M., & Schäfer, D. (Eds.). (2018). Animals through Chinese
history: Earliest times to 1911. Cambridge University Press. p138
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In northern China, conditions such as daylight, rainfall and
temperature mean that there is only one harvest per year, after
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2.Climate and Environment

which temperatures become unsuitable for farming. In the north,
temperatures make it possible for rice seedlings to be buried
under the snow and slowly grow, ultimately producing three
harvests in two years. In the Jiangnan region, temperatures allow
for two seasons that produce two separate harvests. In the areas
surrounding Hainan, the climate is tropical, and three harvests are
possible in a single year. Climate affects what can be produced
and the dominance of fruits and vegetables became a crucial
factor in the rise of vegetarianism.
China’s earliest record of traditional agricultural practices is
contained in the historical work Xiaxiaozheng, which recorded the
life cycles of plants, astrological phenomena and major political
events, but especially agricultural production. The book contains
details on agricultural production, including planting grains,
fibrous plants, and plants used in dyeing and landscaping. It also
contains information on silk production, animal husbandry, fishing
and hunting. It placed special emphasis on silk production and
the raising of horses. Entries on the castration of horses, sources
of blue ink and landscaping plants like rue, peaches and apricots
were seen for the first time in this book.1
China’s 24 cyclical periods of the year are the product of
China’s early exploration of agriculture and show the close
relationship between farming and natural rhythms. It shows how
ancient peoples followed natural cycles, building a system of
knowledge resulting from observing celestial bodies to understand
various periods throughout the year, changes in climate, and the life
cycles of plants. However, there was no similar schedule for the raising
of livestock in ancient China. While there may have been a general
method for raising livestock, it mostly followed the planting of crops.
Generally, the breeding, sale, growth and consumption of ducks,
chickens, geese, and fish generally followed the planting of rice.

1 See Gao Yan “The Earliest Calendar - Xiaxiaozheng” A Young Reader’s
Friend, 2018, Vol. 2, p. 30
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4. From the Perspective of the

Systems and Land Use

Agricultural Economy

Productivity is the deciding factor in the

Agriculture in ancient China was dominated by

relationships in production, which in turn also affects

planting and supplemented by household-based animal

productivity. Systems of land use deeply affected the

husbandry. In northern China after the middle-ages,

methods of production farmers used and what they

the size of farms and the amount of capital invested

ate as well as what kinds of animals they raised and

in them steadily decreased. During the Han Dynasty,

how they treated them. These ranged from the Jingtian

the announcement of the Edict of Renouncement and

System used during the Western Zhou Dynasty to the

Benevolence, signaled the fall of the great plantations of

privatization of land under the Qin Dynasty, which

northern China2 as well as a decline in the consumption

taxed land according to the area, to the Han Dynasty,

of meat. From the middle of the Tang Dynasty, successive

which created fiefdoms from state-owned land that

governments continually placed pressure on large farms

was farmed by its owners. Later systems included the

that had the capacity to raise livestock and carry out

Tuntian System of the Three Kingdoms, the Land Quota

integrated farming techniques. As a result, the methods

System of the Western Jin, the Equal-field System of the

used for large-scale grazing and planting that appeared

Sui and Tang, the dual-taxation and Tenancy System of

during the height of China's “middle ages” never took

the Song and Yuan, as well as the “single whip” rule of

hold in the northern parts of the country.
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3. From the Perspective of Land

the Ming and Qing, under which large landowners very
rarely directly farmed their land on a massive scale, and

However, in the south, where the family was the

instead rented it out to farmers in plots of less than ten

primary unit production, the combination of agriculture

to several dozen “mu”. This meant that farmers were

and cottage industries, along with self-sufficient scales

made up of smaller families that were self-sufficient.

of the agricultural economy, became the general model

It also made it difficult for them to realize scaled and

of agricultural production in traditional Chinese society. In

concentrated operations of their farms.

terms of productivity, constant improvements occurred,
including developing new plowing techniques using oxen,

This situation remained unchanged until the later

production tools, production techniques, and refined

years of the Qing Dynasty. Research shows that at the

methods of producing agricultural products. This is why

time 90% of farmland in China was rented, and only

southern China became the country’s “breadbasket” and

1% was grassland or used for grazing.1 This shows that

the main source of non-meat agricultural products.

China had very little land that could be used for raising
livestock or grazing. Instead, agricultural land was
needed for the production of grains and vegetables.

Thus, in China’s millennia-old agriculture-based
society, the structure of its agricultural economy,
production methods, and regional differences were
deciding factors in the long-term supply of meat.

1 Buck, John Lossing (1938). Land Utilization in China.
Shanghai: Commercial Press, p.5-6

2 Yan Yanwen, “How Did the Han Dynasty Resolve the Gap
between Rich and Poor?” Finance and Accounting Monthly,
2013, Vol. 4, pp. 82-83.
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6. Limited Logistical and Food

and Taxation

Preservation Technology

As mentioned previously, most farmers traditionally

Far before the modern preservation and logistical

tilled the land in China. Whether it was to a landlord or

technologies we enjoy today, China may have had

the government, the burden farmers had to bear in rent

practices to keep ice for cooling in the summer. There

or tax, and even conscription was incredibly heavy. The

is the example of Emperor Xuanzong of the Tang

way that rent and tax were usually paid, in addition to

shipping lychee over great distances, but this was

cash, was in the form of grain, while livestock and animal

not the mainstream and not something the average

byproducts made up a very small portion. This was also

person could afford. When preservation techniques

the reason that farmers mainly worked at planting grain.

and transportation were limited, supply lines could

It was how they sustained their livelihoods and were

only extend for a few dozen or maybe several hundred

able to withstand the heavy burden the state placed

kilometers. If fresh meat could not be smoked or cured,

upon them. It was not that they did not want livestock,

this distance would be even shorter. Items had to be

but more the fact that they did not have the means to

local and in the season to ensure freshness, or they

sustain them since survival was more important.

would have to be cured and preserved for later use.
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5. From the Perspective of Leasing

This also profoundly affected the amount of fresh meat
consumed as part of daily diets, which in turn had an
even more apparent impact on the lives of average
families.

Whether in terms of the need for subsistence, climate, land use, the makeup of the agricultural economy or leasing
and taxation, or even the techniques available for transportation and preservation of food, there were many overarching
and objective factors that impacted the makeup of what people in ancient China consumed and what they chose to eat.
However, it is worth noting that this situation was not static. It changed and was affected by the region, the dynasty in
power, and trends in food and eating. It is difficult to examine in extreme detail the history of food and drink over the
complexity of millennia. Here, we have attempted to organize and present some of the main factors.

莫高窟《摩诃萨埵舍身饲虎》中的羊
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MAINSTREAM CONCEPTS OF ANIMALS IN ANCIENT CHINA

ANIMAL

HUSBANDRY

IN ANCIENT
CHINA

As mentioned previously,
the focus was on planting and
harvesting in ancient China,
while animal husbandry was
secondary. However, the
animal husbandry that was
practiced used free-range
and grazing methods, and
there was never large-scale
centralized animal farming
as we know it today. Animal
husbandry in ancient China
had the following unique
elements:
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STATE-OWNED LIVESTOCK:
DEDICATED OFFICES FOR
SPECIAL ANIMALS
Special animals were given special treatment. Here, special animals refer to two specific categories. The first
was made up of animals used for transportation and military activities, usually represented by the horse. The
other was mainly comprised of cats and dogs, which were the pets of the imperial family.
During the Spring and Autumn Period, a particular position was established to manage horses, known as
the Court of the Imperial Stud, which was one of the earliest of the Nine Ministries. This position was maintained
throughout subsequent dynasties, but its specific responsibilities changed from housing and managing horses
and chariots to administering all livestock. Later, its primary role was managing livestock, while horses, and the
vehicles they pulled. Those specifically responsible for raising horses were minor officials at local stables with
titles that varied depending on the dynasty.
For domesticated animals other than horses and livestock, another agency had to be established. These
animals were for the enjoyment of the
emperor and offices were generally staffed
by officials of the Imperial Household or
eunuchs. During the reign of Emperor Wu of
Han there was a dedicated Director of Dogs
that was responsible for their breeding and
care. The most famous of these was Yang
Deyi, who had recommended Sima Xiangru
to the imperial court, and after over two
thousand years is still extremely well-known. The Yuan Dynasty also had an Office of Elephants, while the Ming
Dynasty established the Imperial Horse Directorate, which was responsible for raising horses and elephants.
However, similar to the post of “Sima”, it was also mainly responsible for handling weapons and the Court Guard.
The actual raising of animals was a small part of his responsibilities. During the Qing Dynasty, the Office of Cats,
which was under the Imperial Household and responsible for raising pets, was staffed by eunuchs.
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China's

traditional

agricultural

society

was

the Welfare of the People, there are technical discussions

characterized by small farm economies, planting and fish

on raising horses, oxen, sheep, pigs, chickens, and

cultivation all at a subsistence level. Traditional animal

other domesticated animals. In all aspects, this book

husbandry was the result of the local environment and

constantly expresses care for animals and forms a

the lifestyles of the local people, and worked to achieve a

moralistic view on the raising of livestock.2For example,

balance between people, animals and the environment.

the second chapter on raising sheep states that when

Because of its small scale, traditional animal husbandry

herders are driving their flocks through large forests or

mostly relied on reusing existing resources. This included

wilderness, they should refrain from overgrazing and

leftover food to feed chickens and ducks, scrap hay and

polluting rivers. In winter, sheep should be kept on farms

stalks to feed oxen and vegetables and potatoes for

and a wise herder will fill grassy areas with feed. This

pigs, goats and rabbits. Pigs and cows were not only

is not nomadic herding but a kind of blended animal

pieces of property, they were also considered conscious

husbandry, which means it is necessary to calculate

animals that were a part of daily life for farming families,

a balance between the amount of livestock and the

which resulted in a meaningful connection.1As with

amount of land needed to plant feed.3
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PRIVATE ANIMAL HUSBANDRY:
SMALL-SCALE, LOCAL AND
SUBSISTENCE-BASED

farmers and herders in other parts of the world, people
in China paid special attention to the health of their

Chen Fu of the Southern Song proposed that the

pigs, not only because of their monetary worth, but also
because they were considered members of the family
and the community. The fact that these animals were
ultimately eaten or sold did not change this fact.
In the encyclopedic volume Essential Techniques for
1 Malcolmson, R., &Mastoris, S. (1998). The English Pig: A
history. A&C Black.

2 Wang Chenlu, Ma Gang; (2017), “Moralistic Analysis of Animal Husbandry Techniques in the Essential Techniques for
the Welfare of the People”, Qingdao Agricultural University
Journal: Social Sciences Edition, 29(3), pp. 84-88.
3 Annotated by Miao Qiyu, Compiled by Jia Sixie (Northern Wei), Annotations and Explanations on the Essential
Techniques for the Welfare of the People, Beijing, China
Agricultural Press, 1998, pp. 312-316.
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convincing farmers to treat their livestock well; to
understand and respect their needs. In this way, it was
believed that animals should procreate and ensure that
crises like abandoning cultivated land and a shortage of

HISTORICAL CONCEPTS OF ANIMALS IN CHINA

educated elite should take on the responsibility of

food or cloth would occur. He reminds us that the water
buffalo should not be put to work when it is complete. If
they are expected to live and work to their full potential,
they should be allowed to rest, which will help them live
longer.4

4 Chen Fu (Song), A Treatise on Agriculture, Beijing, China
Press, 1956, p. 15.

Generally speaking, whether through official channels or individual families, animal husbandry in ancient China had
never been carried out on the scale of farms that we have in modern times. Instead, it had always been integrated into
small farms and family life, one of the biggest differences between animal husbandry in agricultural and industrialized
societies. At the same time, it is also worth noting that people in ancient China had a clear and deep understanding of
the relationship between people and domesticated animals. Animals were not simply sources of food.
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THE PRACTICAL APPLICATION OF “FARM ANIMAL WELFARE” IN CHINA: INSIGHTS ON HISTORY AND CONCEPTS

THOUGHTS
AND
SOLUTIONS
ON
ANIMAL WELFARE
THAT SUIT CHINA

Part Two
Part Two
Part Two
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s seen in previous sections of this book,

and excessive meat consumption was looked down

traditional Chinese culture and thinking believe that

upon. In more recent Chinese history, the promotion

people, animals, and plants are inseparable parts of a

of meat was actually a result of colonialism and the

comprehensive whole as expressed in the concepts of

introduction of western culture into China.

“all things have a spirit” and “the oneness of heaven
and earth.” Animals have life and consciousness, which

Academics and politicians of the Republican Era

means that even if they are used as production tools or

have intense discussions on the virtues of eating

food, they should also be treated well. People should

meat versus vegetarianism, which centered on making

respect and follow the natural order of things, including

China and its people stronger. Some believed that the

livestock. There are apparent differences between the

small stature of Chinese people was related to their

environment in which China's traditional ideas towards

traditional non-meat diet. They believed that eating

animals were developed and the western idea of

meat was a more advanced dietary practice and that

animal welfare. These differences are rooted in China’s

traditional Chinese dietary habits were backward.

agricultural traditions and are closely related to its

They felt that Chinese people should eat more meat

politics, systems of land use, the agricultural economy,

to strengthen their bodies and change the future of

production methods, lifestyles, and even varying

their country. This notion should be put in the context

climates. Productivity and the relations of production,

of history at the time. This was an era in which many

to a certain extent, have decided the relationship

people were suffering, and the question of how to

between people and animals. The same is true that

restore the Chinese nation, catch up to western

man’s understanding of animals and their relationships

powers and build the most powerful country in the

has also influenced relations of production and choices

world guided China’s social development at the time.1

made along the path of development. Vegetarianism

At the same time, however, a number of enlightened

is also rooted in China’s traditional culture and has

individuals

influenced food, nutrition, and personal cultivation.

tradition of vegetarianism was reasonable, scientific,

While vegetables being a dietary mainstay may have

and particularly suited to China. They believed it

been influenced by traditional restrictions on animal

should be maintained and promoted.2 This was

husbandry, limitations on productivity also hampered

particularly true in Sun Yat-sen’s 1919 publication

the ability of ordinary households to even obtain meat.

Plan for National Reconstruction, which stated that

However, customs, culture, and people’s mindsets also
influenced this practice and the presence of meat at
a Chinese table was not something that came easy.
“Meat as a staple” was not innate to the Chinese diet

also

believed

China’s

THOUGHTS AND SOLUTIONS ON ANIMAL WELFARE THAT SUIT CHINA

A

millennia-old

1 Ma Kefeng, (2016), “The Concept of Catching Up with the
US and Europe in Contemporary China,” The Journal of
Humanities, p. 3
2 Liang Qizi, “Two Connotations of ‘Vegetarian China’
during the Republican Era.
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have fallen behind others in all aspects. It is only in the
culinary sphere that no other civilization can compare.
The foods that China has invented far outshine those
of Europe and America, and the refinement of its
cooking methods are at a level that the West cannot
reach.” He also points out that because “flavoring in
the West is not as refined as in China; those who are

THOUGHTS AND SOLUTIONS ON ANIMAL WELFARE THAT SUIT CHINA

“The modern developments in Chinese civilization

dedicated vegetarians consume too many vegetables
and lack sufficient nutrition, which is harmful to the
body”, while “Chinese people generally drink clear
tea and eat lightly flavored rice with vegetables and
tofu. According to today's health experts, this type of
food is the most beneficial to maintaining nutrition.”3
Sun Yat-sen believed that flavorful vegetarian options
should become the mainstay of a Chinese diet. The idea
of meat as part of a proper diet was not traditionally
existed in China.
This discussion continued throughout China’s
modernization process and revisited time and again,
experiencing varying degrees of success and questions
of right and wrong. There were also massive changes
in the makeup of the Chinese diet, the raising of
animals, and the production of food in contemporary
and modern China.

3 Sun Wen (1998), Plan for National Reconstruction, Edited
by Liu Ming and Shen Qian. Zhengzhou Zhongzhou Classical Works Press.
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At the beginning of the 20th century, many

to protect and encourage the breeding of farm animals

people supported using Western farming techniques

were enacted, providing both animals and fertilizer to

to boost the development of the livestock industry.

support grain production. Later, China went through the

They introduced foreign varieties and improved upon

Great Leap Forward, the People’s Communes, the Great

existing horse breeds. They also promoted pasture

Chinese Famine, and the Cultural Revolution, which

grazing and awarded people who set up chicken farms.1

significantly disrupted the growth of the livestock

From the start of the 20th century until the founding of

industry.
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THE DEVELOPMENT OF ANIMAL
HUSBANDRY IN CHINA AND
CHANGES IN CONTEMPORARY
AND MODERN CUISINE

the People’s Republic of China, the country’s livestock
industry developed quickly from a relatively simple

In 1978, especially after introducing the Household

foundation. Data shows that in 1912 China had a total

Responsibility System and reforms to the market

of around 31 million head of cattle, which had grown to

economy, the livestock industry developed rapidly and

48.8 million by 1937. In 1915, the country raised around

set it on a path of industrialization. Policy and investment

60 million pigs, and by 1935 this number had risen to

supported the expansion of breeding, especially in pigs.

75 million.2 Later, the chaos of war, natural disasters,

This changed millennia of small-scale, dispersed, and

and epidemics meant that productivity in this industry

localized practices and transformed the raising of pigs

had fallen considerably when the People’s Republic

into a coordinated and centralized process that relied

was founded. During the early days of the PRC, China

on industrial technologies acquired from abroad. In the

established a policy of “grain as a guiding principle” to

process of changing the environment and practices of

ensure that the people had enough food to eat. Policies

raising live pigs, there was also a change in awareness
and values. Part of the reason for this was that the

1 Xie Chengxia, (1986), “A Short History of Livestock in China”,
Chinese Journal of Animal Science, 6.
2 Xu Xuegao, Chen Jie, Li Jing. (2011), “The Development of
the Livestock Industry in China and its Characteristics”.
Industry Insights. 2011 Vol. 47. Issue 20.

distance between people and pigs had changed. The
number of households that raised pigs decreased. In
2003, a total of 120 million households raised pigs, but
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by 2017 this number had fallen to only 37 million. With

an article titled “Bringing Delicacies to the People:

the gradual decrease in small pig farms, medium-sized

a tour of remote meat product factories”.

pig farms became more common. While they were not

scholars have also noted that by the end of the 20th

the same as the large-scale, completely industrialized

century, a fundamental change had occurred in the

facilities found in North America, they used nearly all of

relationship between people and animals used for food.

the Western techniques, including tail clipping, ear tags,

In China, pork is representative of the developments

artificial insemination, industrially produced feed, and

in the breeding of animals for meat. More and more

individual pens.

meat produced in China comes from conglomerate

5

Western

companies and large-scale animal husbandry practices.
The forty years of Reform and Opening-up in China

This is especially true in cities where the consumption

have seen the breeding industry go from a cottage

is at least triple that of rural areas. 6 China has become

industry to one with fully industrialized farms. By the

the world's largest pork processing center and fastest-

late 1980s, the meat sector was included in reform and

growing center of companies that produce pork-related

opening policies. In 1988, an article titled “Stabilizing

products. With increases in consumption and industry

the Meat Market by Deepening Reform” appeared in

upgrades, the last dozen years or so have seen a period

the publication Commercial Research.3 Gradually, meat

of transition in China’s livestock industry. In 2007,

consumption had become a symbol of a good life and
also began to appear in the literature. In 1991, an article
titled “The Meat Chicken” was published in Shanghai
Literature4, and in 1994, Jiaodong Literature published
3 Chen Qifan, “Stabilizing the Meat Market by Deepening
Reform”, Commercial Research, 1988, Vol. 8. Pp. 27-29. May
9, 2021 <http://10.55.100.181:8090/>
4 Li Guantong, “The Meat Chicken”, Shang-

hai Literature, 1991, Vol. 9, pp. 51-53. May 9 2021,
<http://10.55.100.181:8090/>
5 Liu Hang, Shu Qing. “Bringing Delicacies to the People: a tour of remote meat product factories”, Jiaodong Literature, 1994, Vol. 9, pp. 62-64. May 9 2021,
<http://10.55.100.181:8090/>
6 Lander, B., Schneider, M., & Brunson, K. (2020). A History
of Pigs in China: From Curious Omnivores to Industrial
Pork. The Journal of Asian Studies, 79(4), 865-889.
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Of this, the purchasing of meat products (pork, lamb,

Healthy Development of the Livestock Industry” was

beef, chicken, etc.) increased the most. In 1992, the daily

released and clearly proposed that major goals should

per capita consumption of meat was 59 grams, but only

be to modernize the livestock industry and ensure its

ten years later in 2002, this number had increased to

sustainable and healthy development in this new era7.

79 grams.10 This is greater than the recommended range

The core of agricultural development has transitioned

for meat consumption outlined in A Food Guide for

from farming to animal husbandry, which is now a pillar

Chinese Residents (2016). Later, this number continued

of the agricultural sector. Since 2007, the value of the

to rise, reaching 90 grams in 2012 and 106 grams in

livestock industry has remained above 32% of the total

2018.11 According to estimates by the OECD and the

GDP of the agricultural sector8.

UN Food and Agriculture Organization, despite being
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“State Council Opinions on Driving Sustainable and

affected by the African swine flu and other factors
Since the 1980s, China’s consumption of products

that have caused meat consumption in China to fall

from domesticated animals has increased rapidly.

slightly, the overall trend shows no signs of decline.12

Increases in products from livestock have surpassed the

Changes in meat consumption and production in China

consumption of other foodstuffs. China is no exception.

directly impact the trading of key agricultural products

With the gradual industrialization of agricultural

on a global scale. According to the latest data from

methods of production using industrialized breeding

the United Nations Food and Agriculture Organization

methods and the progress made in urbanization

(FAO), despite the negative impact of novel coronavirus

and overall industrialization, the supply of meat has

on the global meat markets and an overall downturn in

dramatically expanded, and prices have come down.

the global economy, it is predicted that Chinese imports

The eating habits of Chinese people have also changed,

of meat products increased 44% from 2019, or more

almost without being noticed. More and more people's

than 3 million tons, comprising 30% of meat exports

dietary habits have transitioned to a meat-based diet. In

worldwide. Most of these exports are from Brazil, the

1978, the average daily consumption of animal protein

United States, Canada, Mexico, the Russian Federation,

was only 31 grams per person. By 2002, this had grown

and the European Union13.

to 105 grams per capita, an annual increase of 9.79%.9
7 Website of the News Office of the State Council. Press
Conference announcing “Ministry of Agriculture Implements ‘State Council Opinions on Sustainable and Healthy
Development of the Livestock Industry’” www.scio.gov.cn
2007-02-28
8 Xu Xuegao, Chen Jie, Li Jing. (2011), “The Development of
the Livestock Industry in China and its Characteristics”.
Industry Insights. 2011 Vol. 47. Issue 20.
9 Chang Pingfan, “An Analysis of Supply and Demand in China’s Consumption of Animal Protein and Feed Grain”, Food
and Nutrition in China, 2005, Vol. 2.

10 Data from the China Statistical Yearbook for Health and
Well-being (2018)
11 Data from the China Statistical Yearbook 2019
12 OECD-FAO Agricultural Outlook 2020-2029. OECD Publishing, Paris/FAO, Rome, 2020
13 UN Food and Agriculture Organization (2020). Food Outlook http://www.fao.org/3/cb2968zh/cb2968zh.pdf
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The extensive use of intensive breeding practices,

Pollution due to the expansion of the livestock

continued increases in the scale and concentration

industry is also becoming an increasingly severe

of the use of feed as well as a considerable increase

problem. The production of meat and dairy products

in the mass-production of domestic fowl, combined

already makes up 30% of global land use and 70%

with the horrific living conditions and decreased

of agricultural land and 70% of freshwater, which

immunity, are issues that threaten the health of both

is used for irrigation.2 According to data from the

people and animals as well as overall public health. In

FAO, the global livestock industry may be the world’s

recent years, while many industry experts have called

largest source of pollutants. Some grazing areas are

for welfare breeding practices, implementation and

overpopulated and have resulted in the degradation

the extent of these efforts have been limited. In low-

of prairies, desertification and soil salinization. The

level welfare breeding, large amounts of antibiotics

livestock industry is also a major cause of deforestation.

are used to maintain the health of the animals, which

70% of areas cleared in the Amazon Rain Forest are

has resulted in 70-80% of antibiotics each year being

now being used for grazing, while the remainder is

used on farm animals. This large-scale overuse has led

used to plant grain for feed, including industrial-use

to drug resistance in certain strains of bacteria and

soybeans. In addition to water, farming soil and air

decreased the effectiveness of antibiotics. As a result,

pollution, the livestock industry also contributes to

resistant bacteria have begun to spread throughout the

18% of emissions that contribute to global warming,

world via food, the environment, and farmworkers. It is

surpassing that produced by all of the transportation

expected that by 2050, the number of people who die

systems in the world. If we include changes in land use

from “superbugs” each year will reach 10 million.1

resulting from agricultural and livestock activities, the
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THE ENVIRONMENTAL
AND HEALTH IMPACTS OF
INDUSTRIALIZED BREEDING AND
CHANGES IN DIETARY HABITS

total contribution to greenhouse emissions increases to
1 World Health Organization. (2018). WHO report on surveillance of antibiotic consumption: 2016-2018 early implementation.

2 Brighter Green. “Challenges Faced by Industrialized Agriculture in China”https://www.brightergreen.org/files/brightergreenskillfulmeanschinese.pdf
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Global Biodiversity Outlook, pointed out that while the

from food and agriculture could rise by as much as 80%

origin of the novel coronavirus in 2019 originated from

due to the increased consumption of animal products.

a microbe carried by animals, as with many epidemics,

Indeed, food-related GHG emissions could account for

it was driven entirely by human activity. As of April

half of all emissions allowed by targets for keeping the

2021, the total number of cases worldwide reached 149

global rise in temperature to less than 2°C by the middle

million, resulting in 3.14 million deaths!6 The coronavirus

of the century and could exceed total permissible levels

pandemic has been a significant challenge for health

by 20704.

and disease prevention agencies in every country. It
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a full third of the world’s total.3 By 2050, GHG emissions

has also damaged the global economy and caused a
The livestock industry and industrialized breeding

number of other repercussions, threatening the lives

have not only exacerbated climate change, but they have

and livelihoods of people around the world. It has

also invaded and damaged the habitats of wild animals.

also affected the food security and basic subsistence

This upsetting of the natural balance and ecological

of people in many countries and regions. Under the

diversity has resulted in unnatural interactions between

shadow of this pandemic, humankind must think hard

people, farm animals, and wild animals, increasing

about how to reduce the amount of meat and animal

the risk of transferring pathogens between different

protein products that we consume. We must change our

species in the natural world. Furthermore, low-welfare

eating habits and lifestyles and improve the relationship

industrialized breeding places animals with a high

between humans and the animal world as well as humans

gene similarity in an inappropriate, densely populated

and the environment. We must also slow climate change

environment, significantly reducing their ability to

and avoid the next major cataclysm.

fight disease and increasing the risk of infection, which
is one of the major causes of the transfer of disease

As mentioned above, the increase in meat

from animals to humans. As a result, 60% of all known

consumption, unreasonable dietary habits with large

illnesses and 75% of novel human infectious diseases

amounts of added sugar and salt as well as a decrease

are zoonoses transferred from animals to humans.5 A

in exercise in recent years has caused an increase in

report released by the UN on September 15, 2020, titled

obesity and a number of chronic illnesses like diabetes
and heart disease in China, which is a severe threat

3 Garnett, T., Smith, P., Nicholson, W., & Finch, J. (2016). Food
systems and greenhouse gas emissions. University of
Oxford: Food Climate Research Network.
4 United Nations System Standing Committee on Nutrition
(UNSCN) “Sustainable Diets for HealthyPeople and a
Healthy Planet” 2017, https://www.unscn.org/uploads/web/
news/document/Climate-Nutrition-Paper-CH-WEB.pdf
5 Secretariat of the Convention on Biodiversity - decision
makers summary (2020) Fifth Edition of the Global Biodiversity Outlook - decision makers summary. Montreal

to public health and socioeconomic development.
In 2012, the number of overweight people over 18 in
China reached 30.1%, while those considered obese
reached 11.9%. Compared with numbers from 2002, this
was an increase of 7.3% and 4.8% respectively. Among
6 Template: COVID-19 pandemic data, from Wikipeida,
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Template:COVID-19_pandemic_data
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6.4% were obese. This was an increase of 5.1% and
4.3% respectively compared with 2002.7 The number
of deaths from chronic non-communicable diseases
like cardiovascular disease, cancer, chronic obstructive
pulmonary disease (COPD), and diabetes accounted for
88% of all deaths. Resulting illnesses accounted for over
70% of all illnesses and were the major diseases affecting
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young people aged 6-17, 9.6% were overweight and

the health of Chinese residents, becoming a major factor
in limiting health and life expectancy.8 Estimates show
that the health costs of deaths from healthy eating noncommunicable diseases will surpass USD 1.3 trillion
annually by 2030, while costs related to greenhouse gas
emissions resulting from food consumption will exceed
USD 1.7 trillion by 2030.9

7 China Center for Disease Control, “Explaining the ‘Report
on the Nutrition and Chronic Disease among Chinese
Residents (2015)’” July 7, 2015 http://www.chinacdc.cn/
mtbd_8067/201507/t20150707_117057.html
8 State Committee on Medicine and Health, “A Signal from
the State Committee on Medicine and Health that Prevention of Chronic Disease at the Grassroots Level Should be
Done Like This”, August 4, 2019 https://m.medsci.cn/article/
show_article.do?id=325b1e684062&onlybody=1
9 Daszak, P., das Neves, C., Amuasi, J., Haymen, D., Kuiken, T.,
Roche, B., ... & Ngo, H. T. (2020). Workshop Report on Biodiversity and Pandemics of the Intergovernmental Platform
on Biodiversity and Ecosystem Services.
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1.Establish a system for concepts and language
surrounding the good treatment of animals.
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POLICY
RECOMMENDATIONS
From what has been mentioned previously, we can actually see that traditional
Chinese culture and thinking are still relatively advanced in the treatment of animals.
In understanding the relationship between humans and animals, Chinese philosophy
teaches us that animals are aware and emphasizes the idea that “all things have a spirit”.
It also emphasizes the unity between humans and nature, contained in ideas like “the
Dao follows nature” and the “oneness between humans and nature”. However, traditional
Western philosophy dictates a dichotomy in which nature is meant to be conquered and
used by humans. Industrial breeding treats animals like “machines without feeling” or
products on an assembly line, seeking only greater efficiency. They ignore the natural
order and the nature of animals. In modern times, in the process of modernization and
industrialization, China has not had the opportunity to explore the moral status of
animals or their relationship with humans. This cultural gap has prevented traditional
concepts of animal protection from being fully leveraged. When Western concepts of
animal protection came to China, the term “animal welfare” was translated directly into
Chinese. When a term is translated directly, it is nothing more than a theory. When a
concept or term is transferred from the original language to the target language, direct
translations are a construct of the translator and unavoidably confuse the meaning
of the original concept or term and the history behind the words.1 When we examine
“welfare” from a historical perspective, we discover that it is often linked to the welfare
of societies and people and is often understood to be a “special treatment”.
When we talk about animal welfare, people tend to think of it as giving animals
“special treatment.”2 They think that guaranteeing the welfare of animals will negatively
influence the welfare of people, which is why some people don’t accept or support the
ideas of animal welfare or animal rights. On a global level, some people also consider
animal welfare as “exclusive” to developed countries and a “luxury” in China and other
developing countries. Therefore, it is necessary to reassess concepts and language
regarding the treatment of animals, referencing history and traditional culture. This
enables us to develop concepts that suit China and its unique cultural values, which can
help the Chinese people better understand and accept these ideas more easily.
1 Wang Qianhui, (2020). The Global Development of Animal Law and its Impact on China. Chinese International Law Review (2):0-0
2 Zhang Shijun, Hu Weixiao: “An Analysis of the Difficulties in Establishing Animal Welfare Laws
in China”, Shandong University of Science and Technology Journal, 2016, Vol. 3.
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Consumption
After the founding of the People’s Republic of China, the health and physical
conditioning of the Chinese people has continually improved. Issues like malnutrition
and problems in physical development have been resolved. Life expectancy has also
increased from 35 to 77.3 years of age. These all are results of improvements in the food
supply and food quality. However, in another sense, the impact of factors like uneven
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2.Improving Diets and Reducing Animal-based

socioeconomic development and unhealthy diets and lifestyles have resulted in food
inequality and imbalances in energy intake and control of consumption. Obesity has
become a significant problem in public health, and food-related chronic illnesses are
steadily increasing. In 2018, the average daily consumption of meat by a resident of
China was 1 106 grams. Urban residents consumed a per capita average of 112 grams per
day, while rural residents averaged 97 grams.2 This is far higher than the recommended
daily amount of 40-75 grams as outlined in A Food Guide for Chinese Residents (2016).
In February 2021, the China Nutrition Society released its latest report, A Food
Guide for Chinese Residents Research Report (2021), which stated that unbalanced
diets characterized by excessive use of oil and salt as well as sugar-rich beverages
and insufficient amounts of wholegrains, dark green vegetables, fruit, dairy products,
seafood and soybeans, is the primary nutritional and health issue that faces China at
its current stage of development. Research results that examined the impact of eating
habits of different groups in China on their state of health showed that the dietary
habits in the Jiangnan region, characterized by an abundance of fruits and vegetables,
more fish and shrimp, frequent consumption of dairy and soy products, appropriate
amounts of grains and meat, as well as cooking methods that are lighter and use less
salt, represent a typically East Asian model of healthy eating. Regions where this eating
style is common to show a lower risk of obesity, type-2 diabetes, metabolic syndrome,
and stroke.
Beginning in 1983, a team made up of researchers from China, the US, and the UK,
including Professor T. Colin Campbell of Cornell University and Professor Chen Junshi,
a fellow of the Chinese Academy of Engineering, collected and analyzed mortality rates
for over 50 diseases in 130 villages in 65 counties across rural Mainland China. The
research included seven different kinds of cancer and detailed dietary data to establish
a relationship between food consumption and lifestyles on death rates due to illness.
The results showed that fat intake in the rural chain was less than half that of the United
States, while fiber intake was three times that of Americans. Animal protein intake was
only around 10% of that in the United States. Death from coronary artery disease among
1 Including beef, lamb, pork, chicken and other fowl.
2 National Bureau of Statistics, 2019, China Statistical Yearbook 2019, China Statistics Press.
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was also found among both men and women in rural China that the overall death rate
and the intake of green vegetables negatively related to the intake of monounsaturated
fatty acids in the blood. This research also showed that, at the time, the death rate
from chronic diseases (coronary artery disease) in rural China, where a vegetable-based
diet was more common, was much lower than in the United States, where an animalbased diet was more common. Later, Professor Campbell stated in his book, The China
Study, that a vegetable-based diet similar to what was common in China at the time
could prevent heart disease, cancer, and other “Western” diseases. In recent years, rapid
economic development has resulted in massive changes in the eating habits of Chinese
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American humans was 16.7 times more likely than among the same group in China.3 It

people and for their own health, it is imperative that we revisit and learn from traditional
dietary practices, improving our food makeup by eating more fruits and vegetables and
fewer animal-based products.
End-user drivers are fundamental because the producers' products are meant for
people to purchase, which is the ultimate goal of production.4 By reducing the amount
of meat consumed, encouraging consumers to choose products that emphasize animal
welfare, and not supporting products that use practices that harm animals, it is possible
to change production practices and reduce the amount of industrialized farming in the
world. In terms of national policy, public information campaigns and education should
also be stressed, guiding and encouraging consumers to make better food choices
for their personal health and the environment. At the same time, incentives like tax
breaks and financial subsidies for organic farms and renewable farms can encourage
the development of companies that practice animal welfare, embrace the animals'
natural lifestyles, and use more humane methods of raising animals. By changing the
way that people eat, we can fundamentally change the state of animal exploitation
and abuse at large-scale farms. At the same time, if Chinese people strictly follow
the recommendations of A Food Guide for Chinese Residents and lower their meat
consumption to 14-27 kilograms a year, the amount of meat consumed would drop by
about half. The animals being raised in industrial breeding centers would also decrease
by half. The overall carbon dioxide emissions produced by the industry would also fall by
1 billion tons by 2030,5 which would contribute significantly to China's goal of becoming
carbon neutral by 2060!

3 Campbell, T. C., Parpia, B., & Chen, J. (1998). Diet, lifestyle, and the etiology of coronary artery
disease: the Cornell China study. The American journal of cardiology, 82(10), 18-21.
4 Wei Bo, Chen Hui: “Jianyi 2019: I hope all of society will support animal welfare and ecologically friendly green agriculture”, Chinanet, September 12, 2019.
5 Mercy For Animals. “China shows responsibility by planning to reduce meat consumption by
50% to protect the environment and reduce emissions”, China Food Newspaper, June 21, 2016.
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Legislation

curriculum and individual legislation on the protection
and management of “companion animals”. In 2019,
the animal-delivered novel coronavirus spread around
the world and caused discussions that called for the

Starting in the 1960s, over 100 countries worldwide

complete elimination of the consumption and trade in

began establishing laws regarding animal protection

wild animals. As a result, many academics and legal

or welfare. Laws against the abuse of animals ensured

experts once again called for legislation on animal

their basic right to survival, whether domesticated or

welfare. They also said that legislation should include

wild.

concepts for the overall protection of wild animals,
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3. Pushing for Animal Welfare

including from the perspective of general medicine
Because of its unique historical background, Hong

and public health. Looking back at history, we hope

Kong passed legislation on animal welfare relatively

that China's congress will coordinate with government

early on, while laws and regulations on animal welfare

agencies to research and pass this kind of legislation

in Mainland China are still lacking today. Improvements

to create a set of laws on animal welfare and protection

in farm animals' welfare have already been enshrined in

that draws from China’s cultural history. Such legislation

China’s legal system, but they are not very effective. Only a

would ideally be uniquely suited to China’s needs,

few laws mention the “ethical treatment of animals”, but

integrate current ecological standards and conform to

generally, these focus on them as “personal property”

the core values of socialism.

and “natural resources”. They do not serve to protect
animals by ensuring their inherent rights.1 Other laws,
regulations and standards have also included content
that touches on animal welfare, but they are generally
not strong enough. Laws on animal disease prevention
do not clearly state what should be eaten and not eaten
from the perspective of monitoring at slaughterhouses
and have not explicitly prohibited sales. However, under
this law it is forbidden to slaughter and sell cats and
dogs. China’s laws on the protection of wild animals and
resolutions passed by the National People’s Congress
state that it is illegal to eat wild animals.
Beginning in the 1990s, informed individuals
began calling for legislation on “animal welfare”, which
focused on preventing the abuse of animals but also
included legislation to ensure the protection of farm
animals, the inclusion of life education in the national

1 Sun Anqing: The Call for Legislation on Animal Welfare is
Back. WeChat Account of Xiaoxiangjun. May 17, 2020.

莫高窟《摩诃萨埵舍身饲虎》中的羊
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Harmony with Humans and Nature
China has a massive population and the largest
market for meat and animal products in the world. As
China continues to develop, the impact of economic,
political and cultural factors will continue to affect the
world. However, China’s path to modernization has not
been smooth. As mentioned earlier, not only is has China’s
understanding of industrialization and modernization
been slow in coming and passively introduced into the
country, there is also a separation between today’s reality
and China’s traditional philosophy. China is currently in
a stage of introspection, reflection and exploration. The
historically unprecedented and incredibly rich material
wealth created by industrialization in the West has been
achieved at the expense of the environment and nature.
Capital has taken control of the world’s resources and
the world’s mountains and rivers have been ravaged to
amass mounds of treasure.1 The unrelenting drive for
increased efficiency and overuse of natural resources
in industrial societies and disregard for the natural
state of animals and the natural order has created even
more significant ecological damage that affects all of
humankind.
As it transitions from an industrial society to an
ecological society, the time is right for China’s thinking
on the welfare of farm animals to change. From the
historical analysis earlier in this text, while we cannot
ignore factors like the limitations of agriculture and its

value in political legitimacy in China’s traditional context,
which is a combination of politics, economics, and folk
customs, it is clear that animals have played a number
of different roles. While animals may not enjoy the same
status as humans, we should recognize that beasts of
burden used in farming, like humans, are living things
and not simply inanimate parts in an assembly line.
Furthermore, dynamic concepts of animal welfare rooted
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4. Exploring Modernization in

in classical Chinese culture could potentially have farreaching impacts on society. Traditionally in China, the
government was supposed to “care for the people and
love all things” and have a “love of life”, while they should
“treasure and guide” the people show “benevolence
cast wide like a net”. From an ethical perspective, rulers
were also expected to “show virtue toward the birds and
beasts”, while the “people should embrace all things”.
These concepts can ultimately be traced back to the ideas
of “the self-being one with all things” and the “oneness
between humans and nature”. Animals, which have both
contributed to production methods and been sources
of food, have traditionally been treated with great care
in China. This care is worth reflecting upon in today’s
world. It is also an important basis for understanding
concepts like “animal welfare”, green agriculture and
even ecological awareness within the Chinese context.
From a broader socioeconomic perspective, insights into
China’s long history can possibly make up for breaks with
traditional culture that China has experienced in its recent
history. Under the guidance of President Xi Jinping’s
views on ecology and the environment, we should draw
from the wisdom of East Asian traditions to form an
ecological values system that goes beyond capitalist
logic and develop an ecological model that unique to

1 Huang Chengliang: “The Natural Formation and Development of Xi Jinping’s Thinking on the History of Ecology”,
China’s Population, Resources and Environment, 2019, Vol.
12.

China, providing a new set of values and methods of
development as China transitions from an industrial to an
ecological society.
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